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In some ways, I cannot believe my ISER journey began only 5 years ago (it feels much
longer). As a PhD student back in 2016, I was just starting to feel confident enough to
present my research internationally. I attended my first ARVO conference in Seattle. Later
that year, I decided to apply for an ISER Young Investigator travel award at the time of
abstract submission. I didn’t know much about ISER at that stage, only that my supervisors
had all attended a vibrant eye research ISER meeting in Berlin, Germany in 2012. I was
keen to learn more about this society.
I was extremely fortunate to be selected as a travel awardee sponsored by ISER and the
BrightFocus Foundation to attend the 2016 meeting in Tokyo, Japan. One of the amazing
things about the ISER Biennial Meetings is that they are often held in cool destinations with
great opportunities for sightseeing, networking and socialising with ISER members and
Young Investigators. More importantly, they have been held across continents, changing
between Asia/Pacific, Europe and the Americas each time. This gives a new group of
researchers the opportunity to take part in and help organize the meetings every two years.
The Tokyo meeting was my first exposure to ISER as a community. I had the opportunity to
present my work in a talk, meet other Young Investigators and senior researchers at social
events during the meeting. I left Japan feeling very excited about attending the next meeting

in Belfast, Ireland in 2018. During this time, I applied and was selected to serve on an ISER
Committee. I saw the value of ISER for Young Investigators and really wanted to give back
to the community in some way.
From 2019, I gained a new and exciting opportunity – I was elected as the Young
Investigator Representative. It was such a privilege to serve the vision community to improve
communications between ISER and Young Investigators, provide unique networking
opportunities, and most recently to kick off the ISER Career Development Mentoring
Program. I continue to serve ISER even now and this has had a huge impact on my career
development and professional growth.
ISER presents unique opportunities to present your work, get help with career development,
network and build connections in the vision community and improve your leadership skills.
To all Young Investigators, I encourage you to get involved in ISER in the following ways:






Take advantage of the ISER Mentoring Program and ask for one-on-one mentoring
Apply for a travel grant to attend the next ISER Biennial Meeting, to be held in
September 2022 in Australia
Apply for a position on one of the ISER Committees (applications usually open in
October each year)
Join the ISER Young Investigators Facebook group and keep up to date with email
communications from the Young Investigator Committee
Attend virtual events held for ISER Young Investigators to get to know your fellow
peers in vision research

See you at the next ISER meeting! 😊
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